INTELLECTUAL   LIFE   AFTER   THE   INVASIONS
producing articles in the Germanic—that is to say, the Oriental—
style.1 The same orientalization is to be observed in all the other
decorative arts, as well as the goldsmiths' work. The splendid
fabrics which Dagobert offered to Saint Denis were Oriental
tissues. Pope Adrian (772-795) > during his pontificate, gave no
fewer than 903 pieces of precious fabrics to the basilicas of Rome.2
These were silken fabrics woven in Constantinople or elsewhere
under die influence of Persian models.3
We see the same Orientalism in the decoration of the manu-
scripts. The sacramentarium of Gallone, a Visigotbic production,
is decorated with parrots with brilliant plumage, peacocks, griffins,
lions, and serpents, which are sufficient indication of its origin.
Armenian influences may also be detected in it.4
The manuscripts which were diffused in die 7th century by
the Irish were, on the contrary, more national and more barbaric
in character. We find in them a blending of indigenous motives
of prehistoric origin with Oriental elements which were doubdess
adopted from Gaulish art.5
The art of mosaic evolved in much the same way. The mytho-
logical and Christian subjects employed in the Gallo-Roman
period disappeared, and were replaced by foliage, and the bestiary
of which the Syrian and African mosaic of the 5di century affords
so many examples.6 In Saint Chrysogonus of Transtevere in Rome
a mosaic pavement dating from the reconstitution of Gregory HI
in 731 shows eagles and dragons in alternate medallions in the
midst of interlaced ornaments and rosettes.7 Similarly, in die
fragments of mosaic in the Church of St. Genesius at Thiers, built
in 575 by Saint Avitus, Bishop of Clermont, we may recognize
x l. schmidt, Ceschichte der Deutschen Stamme. Die Ostgermanen, 2nd ed.,
1934, p. 193. Cf. the/dfcer argentarius which is cited by the Lex Burgundionum,
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8 Various specimens may also be found in the treasuries of churches, for
example at Sens. brbhtbr, op. cit., p. 63.
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